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Learning Objectives


Understand the difference between constraints and joints and learn when to use
each one



Learn how to set constraint and joint limits and understand when they are
necessary



Learn how to model using advanced motion and transitional constraints



Learn how to apply drive constraints and use the contact solver

Description
This popular class returns with an updated look at the essential skills needed to model motion in
Inventor software. The class will run through Inventor software’s assembly tools to simulate
constrained motion between parts and assemblies. First, we’ll look at constraints and joints and
how each can be used to control motion. From there, we’ll look at some of the more advanced
types of constraints, including motion and transitional constraints that are often used to model
threaded parts, gears, slotted components, or cam followers. Finally, we’ll put it all together and
use the contact solver and drive tool to visualize a system’s moving components. Take this
class for a starting look at Inventor software’s fundamental tools for modeling dynamic moving
assemblies.

Speaker(s)
David Ponka is currently a senior applications expert for IMAGINiT Technologies. He has over
10 years of manufacturing design experience and a Bachelor of Industrial Design degree from
Carleton University in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. David provides design and data management
consulting services, and he teaches design workflows using manufacturing applications from
Autodesk, Inc. He began work as a mechanical designer in telecommunications for in-building
radio equipment, and then he worked as an industrial designer at Mitel Networks. In years prior
to working for IMAGINiT, Ponka also worked in the office furniture industry as a product
engineer, where he not only created new products, but also helped to develop enterprise
resource planning (ERP)-linked, CAD-to-CAM (computer-aided manufacturing) workflows for
wood and fabric CNC (computer numerical control) machine automation.
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Introduction
Frequently the designs we create using Inventor are not simply static models, most have at
least some moving parts. In fact, if you consider manufacturing, there are numerous moving
parts that can be considered and examined. When it comes to our CAD models though,
frequently, time or experience restrict us and we only produce our CAD models as static
assemblies. This class will walk you through different ways to constrain components in an
assembly so that you can produce your models with this motion included for examination.

General Assembly Review
To start, let’s review some of the essential assembly knowledge before getting in to some more
in-depth modelling techniques. Before working with some of the tools in this lecture you should
know how to assemble parts together and apply standard assembly constraints.

Degrees of Freedom
Recall that degrees of freedom is a description of how a component can move in space. Every
component starts with six degrees of freedom; three linear degrees that correspond to the X, Y
& Z axes, and three rotational degrees of freedom that correspond to rotation about the same
axes. Inventor can display the degrees of freedom that a component has using a triad like the
one shown below.

As constraints or Joints are added the degrees of freedom (the allowed movement) of the
component are reduced and the icon is updated to only show the freedom that remains.
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Constraints and Joints
Applying Constraints
The Inventor constraint tool has been the standard way to define component positions in
Inventor assemblies for years. Without going over how standard assembly constraints work in
detail it is sufficient to note here that the constraint tool is used to define how components are
fixed to other components or reference objects. Degrees of freedom are removed based on the
constraint type and the selections made between two reference selections. Selection types can
be planar, linear, or points depending on the constraint type being used. There are five basic
constraints that you should already be familiar with if you have made an Inventor assembly in
the past: Mate, Angle, Tangent, Insert, and Mirror.

Allowing Motion
If a certain type of motion is desired the constraints can be applied to the components
except where that motion is desired. If an angular motion or a linear motion (or a
combination of the two) is desired then a constraint can be left out, leaving that degree
of freedom intact.
There is a problem with this type of motion modelling, though. Most components have
limited amounts of movement within the directions of motion they are allowed in a
design. So an assembly may end up in an impossible position if unrestricted movement
is allowed by leaving a degree of freedom available.
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Applying Joints
Joints are relatively new to Inventor when compared with constraints having only been part of
Inventor since 2014. Joints are a different way to position components in an assembly that will
also restrict the movement of components. The purpose behind creating a Joint, though is
different from constraints. Unlike constraints where we define references we want fixed in a
certain way, Joints use the selection references to define a specific type of movement. Degrees
of freedom are removed from the connecting parts except where the specific type of motion is
wanted.

Joint Types
There are six different types of joints that can be applied to allow movement that
commonly occurs between components. These types are:
Rigid

Selected references are locked together with no
motion

Rotational

Allows rotational motion about one axis based on point
selections

Slider

Allows linear motion in one direction based on point or
linear selections

Cylindrical
Planar
Ball

Allows linear motion in one direction and rotational
motion in one direction along circular or cylindrical
selections
Allows linear motion in two directions and rotational
motion about one axis based on two face selections
Allows rotation across all three axis only
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Selection
One other excellent advantage to using Joints is that geometry doesn’t need to exist at
the exact point that you want to reference in the joint. With constraints you have to select
a plane, or a line or a vertex and constrain that selection. The reference has to be
physical and discreetly selectable. On the other hand, Joints can infer a virtual point in
space such as a mid-point on an edge or a center point in space where a vertex might
not exist.
In the example below the bushing needs to be inserted into the opening at the end of the
shock absorber so that it can swivel inside.

By starting the joint command and then moving the cursor over the hole in the ball you
can see the selection previews. The vertex being joined is highlighted with the red circle.
Depending on the geometry of the part and the position of your cursor various selection
points and orientations can be previewed directly on the geometry or in space.
IMPORTANT: The first object selected using the joint command will always move to the
second reference selection. This even includes grounded components. If your grounded
component is selected first you will receive a warning message asking if you want to
unground and move the component.
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Alignment
Once the first selection is made the circular selection indicator changes to a teardrop
shaped icon that indicates the alignment that will be used. The pointy side of the
teardrop on the first selection will be aligned with the point on the alignment of the
second selection. Alignment cannot be changed while selecting references but can be
manipulated before applying the joint via the dialog box.

Note: The icon inside the alignment teardrops indicates the type of joint being applied.

HOW TO… Create a Joint between Two Components
Here’s how to create a joint:
1. With the shock absorber assembly open select Assemble tab > Relationships panel >
Joint.
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2. If you know the type of joint you need select it from the Type drop-down list now.

3. Select the appropriate reference on component that will move in to position by moving
the cursor so that the red circle is displayed over the desired point and then left click to
select it.

4. Rotate the model if necessary and repeat the selection process for the second selection
which will remain in its initial position. Left click to accept the reference point as shown
below.

The component will move into position and animate to show the motion allowed by the
joint.
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5. If the alignment of the components needs to be adjusted select the first selection button
in the align area of the place joint dialog box.

6. Pick the face or edge that needs to be aligned on the first object.
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7. Move the cursor to make the second alignment selection. Left click when the appropriate
preview is displayed. As you move the cursor the first component should move in
relation to your cursor’s movement across the screen.

Notice that when selecting new alignment geometry the currently used reference is
displayed and color coded to the selection buttons from the place joint dialog box.
8. With the bushings now in place click and drag them to see their ability to move. If you
have applied the joint properly in each instance you should see only the motion allowed
based on the joint type.
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Constraint and Joint Limits
Constraint Limits
Although constraints are typically used to lock the position of components there are options in
each constraint type to allow restricted motion between constrained components. For instance,
a Mate doesn’t have to be fixed at a particular offset value. It can have a range of motion
allowed between two offset positions.
To add a limited range of motion, expand the Place Constraint dialog box, and set maximum
and minimum offset positions or angles. The result is that motion is freely allowed within the
range of the limit instead of being fixed or allowing motion beyond the designed intent.

In the example above, the constraint is added to restrict motion of the shock absorber between
fully open and closed stops.
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Checking off the Use Offset As Resting Position option uses the default offset value entered
in the Offset field as the home position of the assembly. This way parts can be moved by
dragging with the mouse but when released they will snap back to the home position. This is
very important in keeping assembly drawings, parent assemblies and other referenced files from
changing based on the last edited positions of moving components.

Joint Limits
Joints also have a limits selection. If the desired alignment of parts cannot be achieved by
selecting faces or edges in the component, the limits tab can be used to reposition the joint by
changing the angle or offset value. The availability of the limits tab fields will depend on the joint
type used. For example, in a ball joint there are no available fields but in a rotational joint the
angular value can be set but the linear value cannot. A cylindrical can have both angular and
linear limits, etc. The limits available to set depend on the type of joint used.

HOW TO… Create a Set Limits Between Two Components
1. If there is insufficient geometry to orient the component, navigate to the Limits tab in the
place joint dialog box. Depending on the joint type used you can enter an angular offset
or a linear offset in the Current field to reorient the part.
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Notice here how entering 90 degrees has rotated the bushing so the flat is aligned with
the sides of the mounting tab.
2. To limit the allowed rotation or offset positions check off Start and/or End for Angular or
Linear offsets and enter values to restrict the amount of motion that the component is
allowed to move within the remaining degree(s) of freedom defined by the joint.

3. Once applied, the joint will restrict all motion except that allowed by the joint type. Then
the motion allowed by the joint can be limited further by using limits. With the joint
successfully applied you will see an icon in the assembly browser. Like constraints the
+/- icon indicates that limits have been applied.

Note: Joints have a Lock and a Protect option that can be enabled once a Joint has
been made. Protect warns if another relationship will affect the degree of freedom
specifically allowed by the Joint. Lock will fix the position of the component in space,
even if it has limits, but will allow other moving components to drive the locked Joint’s
position if acted upon.
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Advanced Motion & Transitional Constraints
Advanced Constraints
In addition to the constraint types available in the Assembly tab, in the Place Constraint dialog
box, there are tabs to place more advanced constraints based on motion that differs between
two components. The options available for standard assembly constraints allow you to free up
motion of one component in relation to another that is fixed, however that doesn’t always
explain the type of motion allowed in a design.

The Motion tab in the Place Constraint dialog box uses a more advanced constraint type that
can control the movement of a second part as the first moves in either a rotational or linear
direction. This can be used to address motion for things like rollers, or wheels – perhaps of
different diameter, gears in an assembly or the helical motion of threaded components.
The Transitional Tab has only one Type and no options. Transitional constraints are used to
relate components like a cam and follower or parts that follow a slot in another component.

Note: There are no limits available in Motion or Transitional constraints since there really is no
offset/angular value that is applied. Motion and Transitional constraints can be driven by motion
of other components but cannot be driven by themselves.
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One other thing to remember is that all constraints can, and should, be named either through
the expanded options menu in the dialog box or by double-clicking the relationship name in the
model browser.

Motion Constraints
In the Motion tab there are two types of constraints available; a Rotation-Rotation constraint and
a Rotation-Translation constraint. The former relates motion between two rotating components
using a ratio while the latter rotates one component based on the linear distance moved of a
second component.
The selection order is important for both types of motion constraints because the second
component is moved, at the ratio entered, based on the movement of the first selection. With
two rotating components the second rotates at the specified ratio for every full revolution of the
first selection.
In a rotation-translation constraint, one full revolution of the circular selection moves the second
selection the specified linear distance. In an example of threaded motion the Distance entry for
a rotation-translation constraint is the equivalent of thread pitch.

Rotation-Rotation
The Rotation-Rotation constraint is typically applied between things like gears, sprockets
or pulleys but can be used in other applications too. For instance an assembly that has
four rotating wheels might have a rotation constraint with a ratio of 1.0 to keep them all
rotating at the same speed.
The rotation can be in the same direction or the opposite direction of the first selection
depending on the solution type chosen.

HOW TO… Apply a Rotation-Rotation Constraint
Here’s how create a rotation-rotation motion constraint between two rotating gears:
1. With the gearbox assembly open select the Assemble tab > Relationships panel >
Constrain command. Align the teeth between the gears shown by clicking and
dragging one gear into position.
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2. Navigate to the Motion tab and enter the following options.
a. Select the Rotation-Rotation type if not already selected.
b. Select the Reverse solution.
c. Enter a ratio of 2.368421

3. Select the circular face of the large gear with the hexagonal shaped shaft in it as the first
selection.

4. Next select the circular surface of the smaller gear that will rotate 2.37 times for every
single revolution of the larger gear in the first selection.
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5. Apply the constraint then cancel the dialog box if necessary. You should see a rotation
constraint added to the assembly browser similar to that shown below.

6. Drag one of the gears with your mouse to test that the ratio is right. The gears should
mesh together as expected. Notice that the smaller gears on the motor drive shafts are
also turning with the rotation of the large gear. These relationships have already been
set up.

Rotation-Translation
In this type of motion constraint the rotating object is always selected first and this
rotation moves the second object in a linear direction. Two different applications of using
the Rotation-Translation constraint could be motion similar to a rack and pinion gear
assembly or wheels on a moving surface. Additionally this can be used to model
threaded, helical, motion of a threaded object such as a screw being threaded into a
hole.

HOW TO… Apply a Rotation-Translation Constraint
Here’s how create a rotation-translation motion constraint between for a threaded component:
1. With the shock absorber assembly open drag the large hex nut used to adjust the spring
tension on the shock absorber. You should see that it is constrained and has one degree
of freedom allowing it to slide along the outer threads on the shock body.
If the nut doesn’t move there may be some mate constraints that are holding it in
position. Supress and delete them then try dragging again.
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2. Select the Assemble tab > Relationships panel > Constrain command
3. Navigate to the Motion tab and enter the following options.
a. Select the Rotation-Translation type if not already selected.
b. Select the Reverse solution (so the threads are standard right-hand threads)
c. Enter a Distance of 1.0mm (In a threaded motion constraint this measurement is
the thread pitch applied to the threads)
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4. Select any flat surface that is perpendicular to the direction of the threaded motion.

5. For the second selection pick a flat reference on the washer as shown.

The washer will be selected as the linear moving part that the threaded motion is
referenced against. The arrowhead in the selection preview indicates the linear motion
being used for the constraint.
Since you cannot constrain between two selections on the same component, like the
adjustment nut, you need a second component that will move along the threads with the
rotating component.
6. Apply the constraint and cancel the command if necessary. You should see the
constraint added to the assembly browser similar to the image below.

7. Click and drag the washer to verify that the helical motion is applied to the assembly and
the nut turns as it moves along the threaded shaft of the shock.
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Transitional Constraints
The final tab of the constraint dialog box that allows motion between two components is the
Transitional tab. This constraint is most often used to link a follower to the turning surface of a
cam but it can also be used for slotted motion where a component such as a pin follows the
inside surface of a slot. As long as all the faces on a cam or a slot are connected the follower
will stay attached and follow the surface of a cam as it moves. Faces on the slot or the cam do
not need to be tangent. The constraint will follow the surface chain made by the initial selection.
Unlike the Assembly tab or the Motion tab there are no options to choose in the transitional
constraint area. There is only one type that is possible and two selections to be made. The first
selection should be the single surface of the follower or the pin in a slot. The second selection
can be any face in a set of faces on a cam or in a slot.

HOW TO… Apply a Transitional Constraint
Here is how create constrained motion between a cam and a follower using the transitional
constraint.
1. With the cam assembly open start the place constraint command.by navigating to the
Assemble tab > Relationships panel > Constrain command and select the
Transitional tab in the place constraint dialog box.
2. No selections in the dialog box need to be made since there is only one type. The first
selection button is already engaged.
3. Select the circular surface of the cylindrical follower in the assembly as shown.
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4. Immediately after the first selection pick the closest face to the follower on the cam.

5. You should see the follower snap to the surface of the cam. A transitional constraint is
also added to the assembly browser under the two applicable components.

6. Close the place constraint dialog box and use the mouse to rotate the cam. The follower
should move up and down as the surface of the cam moves.
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Drive Constraints & Contact Solver
Drive Constraints
Drive constraints are a temporary means to animate your model to evaluate motion of parts
connected using joints or constraints. While the drive constraint tool is active components in
your assembly will be animated so that you can demonstrate and investigate how assembly
components interact. The drive tool can also save the animated motion as a video file to be
used for presentation or for other reference purposes. Once the drive command is finished the
original constraint offset returns and the driven component will again be fixed in place.
The drive command moves a part in an assembly by changing the offset or angular value of an
existing constraint or joint. A Drive command can be applied to any standard assembly
constraint or joint but does not work on motion or transitional constraints since there is no
‘offset’ value to change. It may be counter-intuitive but in order to animate desired motion, the
assembly must be fully constrained. If a degree of freedom is left open to allow model motion in
the assembly there is nothing to apply a driving motion to since there is no offset value to
change.
A drive constraint will move the component that the constraint being driven is applied to and it
wall also drive any parts constrained to that part being driven. For example, if an angular
constraint is applied in the cam from the previous section to fix its position and that angular
value is driven, causing the cam to turn, the constrained follower will move up and down to
follow the cam surface as previously applied.

HOW TO… Apply a Drive Constraint
Here is how simulate motion by driving an existing assembly constraint
1. With the gearbox assembly open from the motion constraint example, start the place
constraint command by navigating to the Assemble tab > Relationships panel >
Constrain command.
2. In the Assembly tab select the following options:
a. Angle constraint type
b. Directed Angle solution
c. 0 deg angle
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3. For selection one pick the YZ plane of the top level assembly for the toughbox gearbox.

4. For the second selection pick a flat face on the hex drive shaft as shown. The assembly
should move to update the position based on the new constraint.
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5. To start the Drive constraint command find the new angle constraint inside the TB
Output Shaft component as shown below. Right-click on the angle constraint and select
Drive from the context menu.

6. In the drive constraint dialog box make sure the start angle is the same as the angle
entered in the constraint dialog box. In this case zero. Enter 360 degrees as the angle.

7. Click the play forward button to see the drive gear rotate 360 degrees and stop.

You should also see the other gears connected through rotational constraints rotate as
well.
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8. To record a video file of the animation click the record button and enter the settings for
the video file. Play the drive constraint again and the video should automatically be
recorded to your hard drive.

Contact Solver
The contact solver, like the drive constraint, is a temporary way to control motion of parts in an
assembly but that is as far as the similarities go. The contact solver is a mode that can be
turned on and off as needed. When the contact solver is on, components in the contact set will
stop when they make contact with each other.

Components need to be added to the contact solver individually to participate in collision
detection. Once added they become part of the contact set. There can be any number of
components included in a contact set but there are a couple of warnings; two components are
required as a minimum so that there can be contact between parts and the more parts that get
added, the slower the assembly performance will be, especially when moving the components
in the set.
Note: It is easy to break out past contacting parts if there are more than a few parts in a contact
set or if your hardware is aging. If you drag the components with the mouse faster than your
CPU can calculate their interference in the contact solver the components will go right through
each other.
Parts that are included in the contact set will display with the contact solver icon in front of the
component name in the assembly browser.

There is only one contact set possible, so components are either included or not. When the
contact solver is not in use it should be disabled globally in Inventor, by toggling the solver off
from the ribbon.
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HOW TO… Use the Contact Solver
Here is how restricted motion can be allowed between components in a contact set.
1. With the shock absorber assembly open, enable the contact solver by navigating to the
Inspect tab > Interference panel > Activate Contact Solver.
2. Drag the piston and the connected components to be sure they move along the axis of
the designed motion.

3. In the assembly browser right-click on the Piston:11 component and in the context
menu select Contact Set.

Notice that the piston component listed in the assembly browser is preceded by the
contact solver icon.

This indicates that it has been included in the contact set. Before adding more
components to the contact set, drag the piston and the connected parts back in to the
housing.
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4. Repeat adding components to the contact set. Add:
a. Housing:2
b. Plug:4

5. Once the components above have been added to the contact set drag the piston
components slowly and notice how the motion is restricted when the piston component
hits the bottom of the housing and the plug at the top.
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6. There is interference at the bottom of the range of motion between the plug and the
spring retainer. To eliminate this interference add the spring retainer to the contact set
also and recheck the motion by dragging the plug.

7. Finally, with the four components included in the contact set, try dragging the moving
parts abruptly to the right hand side.

The components should come out of the housing entirely. This is because the contact solver
cannot keep up with the calculations as fast as the components are moving. The more
components that are included in the contact set, the more likely it is that the contact solver will
miss a collision and fail.
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Bonus: Adaptivity & Flexibility
Adaptivity
Adaptivity allows components to move and change size based on motion of driving geometry
within an assembly. Unconstrained sketches and features that are made adaptive are two
examples of ways that a component can change size when driven by an assembly. However an
adaptive part can only be one size at a time. In an assembly with multiple instances of a
component adaptivity will not allow two of the same parts to be in two different adaptive states.
A part file can be made adaptive by right-clicking on the part in the assembly browser and
selecting the adaptive option from the context menu. Individual features and sketches that need
to be adaptive also need to be set as adaptive in the model browser of the part.

Once a part is adaptive an icon with two circular arrows will precede the component in the
assembly browser.

Adaptive modelling is a tool to illustrate motion but is more often seen as a tool used in a topdown design approach that uses components in an assembly to define part geometry. The
adaptivity tool can be used in conjunction with drive constraint tool though to animate motion of
things like belts, springs, chains and elastic parts in an assembly by regenerating the
component for each offset value set by the drive constraint animation.

Note: While we can use the drive command to visually animate an adaptive component,
adaptivity can be the linking of geometry from one part to another. Adaptive components can
also be an open dimension in a sketch or an adaptive extrusion that allows the change in size of
a part when constrained to something of a given size in an assembly.
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The key to using the drive constraint with adaptive models to show motion is to have a
constraint that controls the position of the part that also controls the size of the adaptive feature.
Find this constraint and use the drive tool with the Drive Adaptivity option turned on.

Flexibility
Flexibility is different from adaptivity primarily because it does not drive the shape of parts.
Flexibility allows two or more instances of the same subassemblies to be represented in
different positions within a top level assembly. It is not available for use with part files and will
not allow adaptivity to change between instances of parts. An adaptive spring, for example, can
still only be in one state even in a flexible assembly.
Flexibility is activated on subassemblies by right-clicking on them in the assembly browser and
selecting flexibility from the context menu.
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Once enabled, an icon is displayed in front of the subassembly in the model browser. The
flexibility icon looks like two pistons in different positions.

Each instance of a subassembly must be made flexible in order to reposition its internal
components.

HOW TO… Use Flexibility to Position Two Instances of the Same Subassembly
Here is how flexibility can allow you to position a set of wheels in a different position.
1. With the AM14U Long robot drivetrain assembly open, enable flexibility on the two side
plate subassemblies by right-clicking on Side_Plate_L:1 and Side_Plate_L:2 and
selecting Flexible from the context menu.

2. If you expand these assemblies you will see that the Toughbox Mini L-Base
subassemblies in the side plates are also already made flexible.

Flexibility will act on all sub levels of an assembly as long as they are also made flexible.
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3. Back in the top level drive train assembly left click and drag on one of the wheels in a
side plate and move it so the wheels rotate. The three wheels and the gears inside the
gearbox all rotate since they are constrained with motion constraints.

4. Notice that the other side plate assembly of the drivetrain is unaffected. Click and drag
on a wheel on the opposite assembly and move it to verify that it is independent.

Conclusion
Many assemblies that are modelled in Inventor are built as static non-moving assemblies that
do not reflect the various potential states of the product to be manufactured. By including motion
in the product’s CAD model, greater visualization and examination can be made early in the
design. Using tools such as Joints, Constraints, Adaptivity and Flexibility you can animate and
simulate components ensuring proper behavior before a product is released for manufacture.
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